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 GENESIS

Art in the digital age,

like a poet, the artist
sketches his emotions
through figures and
shapes, "The DAP" is the
personal diary of an
artist who shares his
creative process with
you on a daily basis
through his arc in the
sky of emotions.

The Covid crisis with its confinement in
March 2020, awakened in me the envy
of painting, which I had not done for
more than 10 years.

I am Hilarion, an amateur artist, but one
who has art in his dna. I actually come
from an artist family of which I represent
the 3rd generation.

The Pseudonym Hilarion that I wear as
an artist is the first name of my
grandfather, who had a positive
influence in my life.

My grandfather did classical African art,
my father was interested in modernism
and the abstract and I want to add a
dose of digital to that.

How ? let me explain ...

The shock of Confinement



The first to give life to matter
The second gives life to the spirit
And subsequently the consecration

Sublimation from creation
Yes, it is the rule of mind!

MATTER AND SPIRIT

All our possessions are foreign things
What belongs to us is our mind

Yes ! The primacy of thought over matter.
Truths, beauty not just seen from the mind

Eating, drinking is based on matter.
To love, to think has the spirit as its essence.

Eat, drink, think
 love, work, dance,

 rejoice, sleep
suffer

And die
This is the truth, the beauty is life.

O you the living human!
You the weapon of the heart can you,

Put your heart where it is,
In the pain of joy,

Cherish and embrace this beauty in life.

O you the living human!
You the weapon of the heart can you,

Put your heart where it is,
In the pain of joy,

Cherish and seize this beauty in sight? ?

VHere is the fullness of beauty
From spirit to matter,
As it is, truly believed.

You have to know in order to love better,
In the mystical fervor of truth,

And the enlargement of beauty,
In them there is no dissonance,

Otherwise the unitive preponderance.
There is only the human to sublimate,

A priori in the culture of universal rights.

O human man can you
Choose and be above?

Between the divine human of thinking
Is the divine human to think?

Of the exceptional French culture
For the benefit of our heritage culture?

Beauty is priceless.
Culture is priceless.
The truth is eternal.
Beauty is universal.

Eat, drink, think
Love, work, dance,
Rejoice,  sleep

 suffer
And die

This is the truth, the beauty,  life

The life that sustainably creates culture
The living truth that breeds beauty

And each one writes the essence of nature
To translate the subtle into reproduction,

Forms of contemplative fervor
From the universe to representative values

From where
The consecration

Sublimation

Life is priceless
Culture is priceless
The truth is priceless
Beauty is priceless

The work of art is priceless

Hilarion N'dinga



LIFE IS PRICELESS
CULTURE IS PRICELESS

THE TRUTH IS PRICELESS
BEAUTY IS PRICELESS

THE WORK OF ART IS PRICELESS

THE VISION 

This Poem "Matter and Spirit" that I read during my
grandfather's burial, marked me and never ceases to

make me think.
For me, art is a way to express that part of us that

words cannot describe, it is the raw expression of our
deep self, I speak of art as an outlet for our emotions,

without rules, just follow the movement of your hands
and let yourself be guided by the Spirits.



THE PROJECTFor each work that I will do, the
whole process will be filmed live
on the different social networks.

In order to push the limit of my
creation process, I will try to
finish each work within 10 mins

The original video of the creation
process will be minted in NFT to
then be sold digitally.

As in a private diary, every day I
will try to paint a work
according to my emotions.

A P P R O A C H

1

LIVE VIDEO

3

10 MINS TOP CHRONO

4

SELL IN NFT

2

ONE DAY ONE ART



A non-fungible token (NFT) is a special type of cryptographic token
that represents a digital object such as an image, video, audio file,
to which is attached a digital identity which is linked to a non-empty
set of owners. Its authentication is validated thanks to a blockchain
protocol which thereby grants it its first value. Non-fungible tokens
are therefore not interchangeable.

This contrasts with cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and many utility
tokens which are fungible by nature. Thus, the value of this object
varies according to the price of the cryptocurrency it represents but
above all according to its intrinsic value, its originality and its rarity.
It is the game of supply and demand like the art market or
collectors.

WHAT ARE THE
NFTS?

Questions:
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